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Abstract 

Data hiding technology is that embedding the secret message into the 
cover image, forms the stego-image. The stego-image must keep well 
quality of image under high capacity of embedding for achieving security. 
In 2006, Chang et al. [2] proposed a data hiding method based on RLE 
which can carry beneficial result. Recently, Lin and Hu [8] proposed 
a   similar high capacity RLE steganography which improves the 
compression ratio and image quality. However, their method is not 
excellent in aspect of adaptability. In order to improve this disadvantage, 
we will propose an adaptive high capacity RLE steganography in this 
paper. According to the experimental results, we can prove that our 
proposed scheme is not only to promote the adaptability of the high 
capacity RLE steganography but also to keep the better image quality 
when the encoding length is longer or the secret image is more 
complicated. 
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1. Introduction 

As the popularity of the Internet and the bandwidth is increasing rapidly, digital 
multimedia has become very popular in human’s daily life and it is transmitted over 
the Internet increasing day by day. However, there are different dangers hidden 
behind the convenience of the internet; for instance, many personal private 
information can be intercepted, modified, or being used on any illegal matters by 
hackers during the data is being sent. Therefore, how to protect the digital 
multimedia security and intellectual property rights becomes a major problem during 
data transmission. Usually, steganography is one of widespread used network 
security technologies. Steganography can be divided into two relative categories: 
image watermarking and image data hiding. In fact, there are some different focuses 
between image watermarking and image data hiding. For image watermarking, its 
goals are aimed at increasing the powers of copyright protection [5, 7, 9] and 
authentication [4, 9] whereas the main aim of image data hiding is to increase the 
hiding capacity and imperceptibility. Here, our effort is dedicated in the topic of image 
data hiding. To avoid the malicious attack, the stego-image must keep a good image 
quality and enhance the capacity as far as possible at the same time. However, the 
quantity of secret message is usually very high when it is an image. Therefore, to 
achieve high embedding capacity, we usually compress the secret image before 
embedding it to keep the stego-image quality good. 

Until now, there are many techniques about image data hiding proposed in 
literatures [2, 8]. Among them, the most well-known and simple steganographic 
technique is the least-significant-bit substitution (abbreviated as LSB) for achieving 
high embedding capacity usually. In 2006, Chang et al. [2] (abbreviated as CLW-
scheme) proposed a new image data hiding method that scans a binary image in a 
“Z” order and then encodes it by Run-Length Encoding (abbreviated as RLE). This 
approach makes good compression ratio and the PSNR of the stego-image is quite 
high. However, different encoding length will affect the compression ratio. At the 
same time, the appropriate encoding length is decided for the secret binary image. In 
order to improve this disadvantage, Lin and Hu [8] (abbreviated as LW-scheme) 
proposed a high embedding capacity RLE image data hiding in 2009. They 
improved the encoding length double to enhance the compression ratio and make the 
stego-image quality better. However, LW-scheme is just only useful when the length 
of continuous the same bits is equal to or more than double encoding length. In 
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other  words, the applicability of the scheme is the special case. To enhance their 
application category, we propose an adjustable high embedding capacity RLE image 
data hiding method and improve the encoding length double in this paper. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we will 
introduce the RLE, RLE image data hiding method and high capacity RLE image 
data hiding method briefly. Then, we will propose the improvement scheme to 
overcome the applicability problem and give the experimental result in Section 3 and 
Section 4, respectively. Finally, conclusions will be drawn in Section 5. 

2. Review the Data Hiding Scheme based on RLE Techniques 

CLW’s RLE method [2] and Lin-Hu’s high capacity RLE data hiding method 
[8] are reviewed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. 

2.1. Run-length encoding (RLE) 

The RLE concept was proposed in the 1950s and has become the common 
compression standard in fax transmissions and bitmap image coding. It encodes 
continuous 0s or 1s for less data. The encoding method is encoding the continuous 
0s or 1s into ( ),_,_ valueruncountrun  where countrun _  is the number of 

continuous 0s or 1s, and valuerun _  is the value of ._ countrun  For example, a 

binary message 2000111100  can be encoded to ( ),0,3  ( )1,4  and ( )0,2  by using 

RLE. 

2.2. RLE image data hiding method [2] 

In 2006, Chang et al. [2] proposed a new image data hiding method based on 
Run-Length Encoding. First, they scan the binary secret image with repeated bit 
strings in a “Z” order and then reduce these sequential bit strings by RLE method. 
Finally, these secret data will be embedded into a two-pixel block of coherent pixels 
in a cover image. Therefore, the embedded procedure in CLW-scheme is described 
as following steps: 

Step 1. Decide the maximum encoding length k and encode the secret binary 
message to ( )valueruncountrun _,_  by using RLE, where ._ kcountrun  

Step 2. Let ( )ii vc ,  be the gray-values of any two-pixel block in cover images 

and ,iii rqkc +×=  where  kcq ii =  and .0irk >  
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Step 3. Compute the value of sign: 
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Step 4. Compute a and b: 

( ) ( ) ,1_ iii rcountrunsignca −−+=  

( ) ( )( ).1_ rcountrunksigncb ii −−−−=  

Step 5. The pixel ic′  after embedding is: 
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Step 6. Replace the least significant bit of iv  with the ivaluerun _  to form .iv′  

Here, we give an example to explain the embedded procedure in CLW-scheme. 

Example 1. We assume that the secret binary message is 00000111111110002, 

and the five pixel pairs in cover image are ( ),84,135  ( ),37,99  ( ),204,48  ( )145,62  

and ( ).176,53  

Step 1. Decide maximum encoding length 4=k  and encode the binary message 
to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1,4,1,4,0,1,0,4  and ( ).0,3  

Step 2. Let ( ) ( ),84,135, 11 =vc  ( ) ( ),37,99, 22 =vc  ( ) ( ),204,48, 33 =vc  

( ) ( )145,62, 44 =vc  and ( ) ( ).176,53, 55 =vc  Therefore, ,31 =r  ,32 =r  ,03 =r  

24 =r  and .15 =r  

Step 3. Compute ,01 =sign  ,12 −=sign  ,13 =sign  ,14 =sign  .15 =sign  

Step 4. Compute ,1351 =a  ,1351 =b  ,962 =a  ,1002 =b  ,513 =a  ,473 =b  

,634 =a  ,594 =b  545 =a  and .505 =b  

Step 5. Calculate ,1351 =′c  ,1002 =′c  ,473 =′c  634 =′c  and .545 =′c  

Step 6. Compute ,841 =′v  ,362 =′v  ,2053 =′v  1454 =′v  and .1765 =′v  
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So, we can find out the five pixel pairs in stego-image such as ( ),84,135  ( ),36,100  
( ),205,47 ( )145,63  and ( ).176,54  Subsequently, the extract procedure is described 

as following steps: 

Step 1. Extract the codes: 

( ) ,1mod_ +′= kccountrun ii  

.2mod_ ii vvaluerun ′=  

Step 2. Decode the codes to the secret message. 

Now, we assume that the receiver gets the stego-pixel pair ( ).84,135  Then, he 

can calculate the ( ) 414mod135_ =+=countrun  and the 2mod84_ =valuerun  

.0=  So, the secret message is ( ) .00000,4 2=  Hence, we can recover the original 

secret message 00000111111110002 from the five pixel pairs ( ),84,135  ( ),36,100  
( ),205,47  ( )145,63  and ( )176,54  in Example 1. 

2.3. High capacity RLE data hiding method [8] 

In CLW-scheme, they greatly improved the embedding capacity and kept the 
better image quality by using RLE. However, how to choose the value of k is very 
important. If the value of k is small, then the number of continuous the same bits is 
greater than k easily. Thus, this data must be split into two codes and the data 
compression efficacy will be reduced. Conversely, if the value of k is big, then the 
pixel value does not only change very large after embedding data but also reduce the 
stego-image’s quality. To overcome this drawback, Lin and Hu [8] proposed a high 
embedding capacity RLE image data hiding scheme in 2009. They used an 
additional code value ( )bitadd _  to make the maximum encoding length double and 

also keep the stego-image’s quality as good as CLW-scheme. Their main approach 
is  that divides the RLE code into three parts ( ),_,_,_ valuerunbitaddcountrun  

where the bitadd _  is used to show that the encoding length is larger than k or not. 

If the encoding length is larger than k, then .1_ =bitadd  Otherwise, the bitadd _  

.0=  Now, the embedded procedure in Lin-Hu’s scheme is described as following 
steps: 

Step 1. Decide the maximum encoding length k and encode the secret binary 
image to ( )valuerunbitaddcountrun _,_,_  by using RLE, where ._ kcountrun  
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Step 2. Let ( )ii vc ,  be the gray-values of any two-pixel block in cover images 

and ,iii rqkc +×=  where  kcq ii =  and .0irk >  

Step 3. Compute the value of sign: 
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Step 4. Compute a and b: 

( ) ( ) ,1_ iii rcountrunsignca −−+=  

( ) ( )( ).1_ rcountrunksigncb ii −−−−=  

Step 5. The pixel ic′  after embedding is: 
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Step 6. Replace the least significant bit of iv  with the ivaluerun _  to form .iv′  

Step 7. Replace the second least significant bit of iv′  with the ._ ibitadd  

According to Example 1, we give the same example to explain the embedded 
procedure in the Lin-Hu’s scheme. 

Example 2. It assumes that the secret binary message is 00000111111110002 

and only four pixel pairs in the cover image are needed ( ),84,135  ( ),37,99  
( )204,48  and ( ).145,62  

Step 1. Decide maximum encoding length 4=k  and encode the binary message 
to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).0,0,3,1,1,4,0,0,1,0,0,4  

Step 2. Let ( ) ( ),84,135, 11 =vc  ( ) ( ),37,99, 22 =vc  ( ) ( )204,48, 33 =vc  and 

( ) ( ).145,62, 44 =vc  Therefore, ,31 =r  ,32 =r  03 =r  and .24 =r  

Step 3. Compute ,01 =sign  ,12 −=sign  ,13 =sign  and .04 =sign  

Step 4. Compute ,1351 =a  ,1351 =b  ,962 =a  ,1002 =b  ,513 =a  ,473 =b  

624 =a  and .624 =b  
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Step 5. Calculate ,1351 =′c  ,1002 =′c  ,473 =′c  and .624 =′c  

Step 6. Compute ,841 =′v  ,362 =′v  2053 =′v  and .1444 =′v  

Step 7. Compute ,841 =′v  ,362 =′v  2073 =′v  and .1444 =′v  

So, we can find out the four pixel pairs ( ),84,135  ( ),36,100  ( )204,47  and 

( )144,62  in the stego-image. Subsequently, the extract procedure is described as 

following steps: 

Step 1. Extract the codes: 

( ) ,1mod_ +′= kccountrun ii  

( )  ,24mod_ ii vbitadd ′=  

.2mod_ ii vvaluerun ′=  

Step 2. Decode the codes to the secret message. 

After the receiver gets the first stego-pixel pair ( ),84,135  he can calculate 

( ) ,414mod135_ =+=countrun  ( )  024mod84_ ==bitadd  and valuerun _  

.02mod84 ==  So, the secret message is ( ) .00000,0,4 2=  Hence, the original 

secret binary messages 00000111111110002 are recovered from these pixel pairs 

( ),84,135  ( ),36,100  ( )207,47  and ( )144,62  in Example 2. 

3. Adaptive High Capacity RLE Image Data Hiding Method 

Recently, Lin and Hu [8] used the maximum encoding length double to improve 
the secret data embedding capacity. However, this method is effective just only the 
number of continuous the same bits is equal to k or .2k  However, the number of 
continuous the same bits k′  is greater than k and less than 2k, in other words, 

,2kkk <′<  it is still split into two codes in Lin-Hu scheme. Therefore, when the 
value of k is large, the efficiency of Lin-Hu scheme will be reduced. To improve this 
weakness, we also classify the secret codes into three parts, i.e., ( ,_ countrun  

),_,_ valuerunevenodd  where { }.1,0_ ∈evenodd  The encoding length k ′  can be 

expressed as ._2_1 evenoddcountrunk +×=−′  So, the [ ]kkk 2,∈′  can be also 

encoded into one code. Now, we will describe the embedded procedure as following 
steps: 
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Step 1. Decide the maximum encoding length kk 2=′  and encode the secret 
binary message to ( )valuerunevenoddcountrun _,_,_  by using RLE, where 

._ kcountrun  

Step 2. Let ( )ii vc ,  be the gray-values of any two-pixel block in cover images 

and ,iii rqkc +×=  where  kcq ii =  and .0irk >  

Step 3. Compute the value of sign: 
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Step 4. Compute a and b: 

( ) ,_ ii rcountrunsignca −+=  

( ) ( )._ rcountrunksigncb ii −−−=  

Step 5. The pixel ic′  after embedding is: 
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Step 6. Replace the least significant bit of iv  with the ivaluerun _  to form .iv′  

Step 7. Replace the second least significant bit of iv′  with the ._ ievenodd  

As usual, we give the same example to explain the embedded procedure in our 
scheme. 

Example 3. We assume that the secret binary message is 00000111111110002 

and we just only need three pixel pairs ( ),84,135  ( )37,99  and ( )204,48  in cover 

image. 

Step 1. Decide maximum encoding length 8=′k  and encode the binary message 
to ( ) ( ) ( ).0,0,1,1,1,3,0,0,2  

Step 2. Let ( ) ( ),84,135, 11 =vc  ( ) ( )37,99, 22 =vc  and ( ) ( ).204,48, 33 =vc  

Therefore, ,31 =r  32 =r  and .03 =r  
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Step 3. Compute ,11 −=sign  02 =sign  and .13 =sign  

Step 4. Compute ,1341 =a  ,1381 =b  ,992 =a  ,992 =b  493 =a  and .453 =b  

Step 5. Calculate ,1341 =′c  992 =′c  and .493 =′c  

Step 6. Compute ,841 =′v  372 =′v  and .2043 =′v  

Step 7. Compute ,841 =′v  392 =′v  and .2043 =′v  

So, we can find out the three stego-pixel pairs such as ( ),84,134  ( )39,99  and 

( ).204,49  Subsequently, the extract procedure is described as following steps: 

Step 1. Extract the codes: 

,mod_ kccountrun ii ′=  

( )  ,24mod_ ii vevenodd ′=  

.2mod_ ii vvaluerun ′=  

Step 2. Decode the codes to the secret message. 

After the receiver gets the first stego-pixel pair ( ),84,134  he can calculate the 

( ) ,214mod134_ =+=countrun  the ( )  024mod84_ ==bitadd  and the 

.02mod84_ ==valuerun  So, the secret message is ( ).0,0,2  Then he calculates 

the 51022 =++×=′k  and decodes to 000002. Hence, the original secret message 
00000111111110002 is recovered from these stego-pixel pairs ( ),84,134  ( )39,99  
and ( )204,49  in Example 3. 

4. Experimental Result 

For testing the results, the standard 512512 ×  grayscale image was used as the 
test cover image as shown in Figure 1 and the four 512512 ×  secret binary images 
(as shown in Figures 2(a)-2(d)) were also used in the experiments. Here, the stego-
image quality is determined by PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio), i.e., the stego-
image with a larger PSNR value indicating higher image quality. Figures 
3(a)-3(d) show the stego-images that were made by using our proposed method from 
the secret images in Figures 2(a)-2(b) with the same cover image. As shown in these 
images, the distortions are not obvious to the human eye. At the same, Tables 1 and 
2 show the results of detailed comparisons of various methods in terms of PSNR 
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value with different secret images when 4=k  and ,9=k  respectively. According 
to the simulation results in Tables 1 and 2, we can find out that when the value of k 
is larger, the PSNR of our proposed method is better than CLW-scheme and Lin-
Hu’s scheme. In other words, the number of continuous the same bits k ′  between k 
and 2k, will encode k ′  into two codes by using Lin-Hu’s method when k becomes 
larger. However, by using our proposed method encode it into one code. Hence, our 
proposed method has good applicability to reduce the number of codes and further 
improve the stego-image’s quality. Specially, this application has bettered a lot when 
the secret image is more complicated such as Baboon. 

 

Figure 1. The cover image: Lena. 

 
Figure 2. The secret binary image. 
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Figure 3. The stego-image. 

Table 1. The PSNR comparison table ( )4=k  

Secret images CLW-scheme [2] Lin-Hu’s scheme [8] Our proposed scheme 

Barbara 49.1 dB 49.0 dB 49.1 dB 

Baboon 45.8 dB 45.3 dB 48.0 dB 

Lena 49.5 dB 49.5 dB 50.4 dB 

Pepper 50.1 dB 50.3 dB 50.6 dB 
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Table 2. The PSNR comparison table ( )9=k  

Secret images CLW-scheme [2] Lin-Hu’s scheme [8] Our proposed scheme 

Barbara 41.7 dB 41.8 dB 46.8 dB 

Baboon 36.7 dB 36.6 dB 45.7 dB 

Lena 43.1 dB 43.5 dB 50.1 dB 

Pepper 44.9 dB 45.6 dB 50.7 dB 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive RLE data hiding method by changing 
the RLE’s format. This proposed method can be represented by any binary secret 
value between k and 2k by using countrun _  and ._ evenodd  According to our 

experiment, our proposed method does not only to enhances the compression ratio 
and the stego-image’s quality but also to improve the drawback in Chang’s scheme 
and Lin-Hu’s scheme, in special, when the value of k is from 4 to 9, the PSNR 
decreasing rate of our proposed method is better than the others. 
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